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SWEDISH GLAMOUR 
 
Ninety years Swedish air force is all about its own specific history. At Malmen air base near Linköping it 
was celebrated with an air fete Swedish style. Of course this was almost a complete Saab show being 
one of the organisers together with the based Helicopter Wing and the Linköping municipality.  
 
 
HISTORIC FLIGHT ONE OF THE BEST IN EUROPE 
 
A major show element is the Swedish Air Force Historic Flight (SwAFHF) with an impressive collection 
hughesof Saab aircraft types. It is representing Swedish initiative during the cold war period when the 
country stayed neutral an independed but still needing a credible deterrent power if under threat or 
attack. The aircraft designer and manufacter Saab played a key-role in keeping up a strong Flygvapnet. 
With an heritage of aircraft out of this period in flying condition Sweden is unique. The aircraft are civil 
registrated and flown by volunteers  (previous Flygvapnet) like Stellan Andersson, Bert Stenfeldt and 
Anders Linnér, all showing some or more grey hairs. To fly aircraft like the Saab Viggen, Saab Draken 
and Saab Tunnan it requires skills and experience to get along with the analog cockpit management and 
this is not for Young ones.  
 
SAAB COLLECTION 
 
Beside the heroic cold war types the collection is added with classic trainer aircraft like the Sk 16 
Noorduyn Harvard, Sottish Aviation Sk 61 Bulldog and  Saab  Safir 91. The fighter component flying 
during the Malmen air fete existed of  Hawker  Hunter  J34  Mk58, Saab J-29F Tunnan  Saab J-35J 
Draken, Saab AJS-37 Viggen and Saab Sk 61 (Saab 105), the latter also still in service with the 
Flygfapnet. Also part of the club J-32 lansen and Havilland J-28A Vampire were not flying. The SwAFHF 
is partly funded by sponsorships, donations, membership fees and air show proceeds and receives 
support and cooperation from Swedish Air Force. Some of the aircraft are owned by a particular 
museum. The aircraft collection is based at Såtenäs. 
 
HELICOPTER OPS 
 
There was much more to see. Malmen is a helicopter base with 2nd Helicopter Detachment ( 2 
Helikopter skvadronen, abbreviated 2Hkpskv) using the base. The helicopter units formerly under 
Swedisch Army (Arméflyget) and the Swedisch Navy (Marinflyget) have been merged with the air force 
helicopter units to a single Helicopter Wing called Helikopterflottiljen, abbreviated Hkpflj.  All 
helikoptertypes were at exhibition. The historical part of helicopter aviation on Malmen was represented 
by two Huges 300 (Hkp5) and two Bell Jet rangers (Hkp6)on flying display and a Bo-109 (Hkp9) and 
AS332M1 Super Puma (Hkp10) at static exhibition.  Sadly there was no example of the Boeing vertol H-
46/Kawasaki KV 107 (Hkp4).  The helicopters currently in the inventory are the Agusta 109 (Hkp15) and 
UH-60M Blackhawk (Hkp16) operating from Malmen and the NH-90 (Hkp14), the latter in naval grey 
colour. Apart from a few grey naval A-109 on static or in hangar the majority of the A-109’s were in 
camouflage pattern and were acting as attack helicopters in the power demo which of course was mainly 
formed by Blackhawks. The helicopters formed an air mobile unit during this show and soldiers were 
flown into ‘hostile’ area and batteled with opposing units, captured and arrested them. The scenery was 
imppressive and it all looked very affective.  The purchase of 15 Black Hawks was initially an emergency 
buy, caused by much delayed delivery of the NH-90. Now the usefulness of the UH-60M is recognized 
complete and the type has seen operation in Afghanistan in Swedish colours.  Satisfaction is also 
reached about the maintenance contract on the UH-60M for Saab. 
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LOOKING IN THE FUTURE 
 
Saab was prominent  with its  ‘Saab experience’  exhibition, however on static were the current Gripen 
versions and propaganda for its new Gripen E version was digital and a scale model. The Swedish air 
force wil require an initial batch of 60 new examples of this version and Saab hopes to export the new 
variant or at least offer them in lease contracts.  Basically the new Gripen has not been changed very 
much on the outer part but new features are installed inside. A larger internal fuel capacity has been 
constructed in the fuselage. The new General Electric F414G engine is more powerful . This enables the 
Gripen E to Carry a bigger weapen load. Other new features are the software installation for the high 
perfomance Meteor rocket and the latest AESA radar version. On exhibition were also unmanned 
platforms of CybAero which of course finds its acuallity in Sweden too.  Sweden is eager to deepen the 
military relationship with Finland, Baltic states, European Union, Nato an the USA. Saab is seeking new 
development in umanned stealth platforms, which was still to secret to speak about. The air show at 
Malmen was something very specific to experience and expressed the current status of Swedish flying 
military very well.   
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